Kelly | Producer: We are. Live.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Good evening, everyone, and welcome to the Johns Hopkins Police Accountability Board March meeting.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: We will begin with roll call.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: But before that I'd like to introduce myself. My name is Sony Merchant Jones. I represent the Homewood community, and I chair the engagement committee, chairperson, Ed. Kin Getty.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: and vice chair. Elizabeth Hazel could not be with us this evening. so so anyone who would wish to introduce themselves may do so at this time.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: I'll go ahead and do the introductions. I'll call roll Doris, Minea, Terrell.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Douglas, Duke Trematea

Duke Tremitiere: present

Amy - JH Accountability Board: the Maria Hill.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Katie O'connor.
Amy - JH Accountability Board: Kim Yada Rix present

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Madu Sub-romanian

Amy - JH Accountability Board: obese Khalil

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Ryan, Ales.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Sam Crenshaw.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Sam Johnson.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: and Sonia Merchant Jones.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Do we have one present?

Amy - JH Accountability Board: We had

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Edward London

Amy - JH Accountability Board: alright, so with that we won't have the approval of the January seventeenth

Amy - JH Accountability Board: meeting minutes. And so

Amy - JH Accountability Board: in this moment we'll go to committee reports, and
Amy - JH Accountability Board: do, trim and tear. Are you ready to give an update on policy.

Duke Tremitiere: Yes, I can do that.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Thank you.

Duke Tremitiere: Yes. So again. I'm Duke Termite. Here I am, the chairperson of the Police Accountability Board Policy Review Committee.

Duke Tremitiere: Since our last public meeting, we have completed our committee review of the second batch of draft. You police department policies. Those comments were collected and forwarded to Public Safety Division for their review and discussion or inclusion in the final drafts that are being worked up for the policies.
Duke Tremitiere: that was a large piece of work for the committee. I wanna thank the all the committee members for taking part and particularly the vice chair of the Policy Review Committee.

Duke Tremitiere: Who stepped in and did a lot of work as well.

Duke Tremitiere: At this stage we're in contact with the folks in the Public Safety Division to discuss what else we may be needing to contribute in the continuing work up on the final finalization of those policies. And

Duke Tremitiere: we're in in touch with them and working with them to do that. I don't know if there's anything else that I should add at this time, and I will give the floor back to the to the chairperson.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Thank you so much for that report. We're gonna move to old business. The old business.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: point A is the community engagement schedule. What I'd like to share is that we voted to finalize.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: The community engagement draft and so we we did that on the twenty-first of February.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: and there were a couple of changes that I, you know, just want to share with you. Members agreed

Amy - JH Accountability Board: that the plan was acceptable, and the 2 changes were that we should add a member of the committee and always at to be available at the public meetings to take notes and report back to
the Larger Accountability Board, and, secondly, that the suggestion that a joint event

Amy - JH Accountability Board: with the Johns Hopkins police Department be adjusted the changes were made.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: and Miss Taylor, our administrative person, will circulate the full plan

Amy - JH Accountability Board: for review.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: We're also going to ask John Hopkins if we can be placed on the website for the public to see.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: And it is my hope that in our next meeting we will discuss concrete steps to start implementing the plan, including, the planning of the annual feedback meeting I had a conversation with Ganesha Martin and Justin Drake.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: of 21 cp.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Consultants to facilitate conversations for us as we implement those plans, and to that they have agreed. Are there any questions

Amy - JH Accountability Board: with there being no questions? Our next meeting will be

Amy - JH Accountability Board: April, the third April in
Amy - JH Accountability Board: and give. I know it's gonna be 6 pm. But I didn't fill that in. I'm sorry.

00:06:14.770 --> 00:06:18.099
Amy - JH Accountability Board: April seventeenth. It will be April the seventeenth.

00:06:18.130 --> 00:06:22.090
Amy - JH Accountability Board: That will be the next meeting for the Community Engagement

00:06:22.420 --> 00:06:23.910
Amy - JH Accountability Board: Committee.

00:06:25.660 --> 00:06:34.309
Amy - JH Accountability Board: New business is that there was a discussion in regard to meeting with the president of the Johns Hopkins University.

00:06:34.680 --> 00:06:37.100
Amy - JH Accountability Board: It was

00:06:40.630 --> 00:06:48.660
Amy - JH Accountability Board: not finalized, but the chairperson Gagi. He said that an in that invite

00:06:49.080 --> 00:06:52.260
Amy - JH Accountability Board: would be requested

00:06:52.910 --> 00:07:00.280
Amy - JH Accountability Board: shortly, and so as you may recall, the Board did discuss meeting with with President Daniels.

00:07:00.300 --> 00:07:08.650
Amy - JH Accountability Board: and, as I said, the President's office has been made aware. and is awaiting a formal request. And

00:07:09.000 --> 00:07:12.159
Amy - JH Accountability Board: chairman, Kagathi said, that that will be

00:07:12.360 --> 00:07:14.820
Amy - JH Accountability Board: requested sometime this week.
Amy - JH Accountability Board: Once the date has been settled on, we'll discuss the agenda in the flow of the meeting with the committee. Are there any discussions on that matter?

Branville Bard He/Him: I have a question, is the Board gonna make that request directly to the President's office? Or would you like to make it through my office?

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Well, that would be decided on by the chairperson.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: and he did not. He didn't go into any detail about how he would make that request. He did say yesterday, when we met that he would be speaking with you very soon.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: We will, Dr. Bard, thank you so much.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Okay, with that. And we did talk about the public comment meeting. We would as a board very much like that. They would be a lot of advertisement, so that people will know about it. And I think that will also be working on.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: and an agenda where people can be more involved. So that will that will be shared, I guess, at the meeting next month, if not next month than in May.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: So are there any administr. The next item on the agenda agenda is administration updates the first item policy overview.
Amy - JH Accountability Board: Okay?

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Okay, and that will be done by Phil Casten. Mister Caston, I yield to you.

Phil Kasten: Thank you so much.

Phil Kasten: Appreciate the opportunity to to join everyone tonight and talk about the the policy development process.

Phil Kasten: We're very grateful for the feedback that we had received from the Chair and the policy work group.

Phil Kasten: As I shared in the last meeting we found even with the second group that came through the feedback has been thoughtful. It's been very helpful and actionable.

Phil Kasten: We're in the process right now of finishing up and finalizing, incorporating all of the feedback that we've received both from the Accountability board as well as the members of the public.

Phil Kasten: and the coming weeks.

Phil Kasten: We'll be working with a publishing company to make some final edits and grammatical updates, and

Phil Kasten: ensure that the process or the policies themselves conform with the style guides that the university puts forth.
Phil Kasten: and look forward to over the next few weeks, having them published.

00:10:11.710 -- 00:10:19.320
Amy - JH Accountability Board: Thank you so much, Mr. Casten. This this merchant Jones, can I time in? Yes, sir, yes, sir.

00:10:19.810 -- 00:10:21.620
Branville Bard He/Him: but I just really wanted to

00:10:21.790 -- 00:10:30.330
Branville Bard He/Him: say thank you to the board, for you know all the hard work you you did in reviewing the policies and all we got more than 400 unique.

00:10:30.580 -- 00:10:42.940
Branville Bard He/Him: more than 500 actually unique comments. Related to policy, most of which will be incorporated into the final drafts. And so just wanted to thank the Board for the hard work that you put into it.

00:10:43.650 -- 00:10:48.000
Amy - JH Accountability Board: Thank you, Dr. Bauer. Well, our next meeting date

00:10:48.140 -- 00:10:51.199
Amy - JH Accountability Board: is may fifteenth, 2024,

00:10:51.840 -- 00:10:56.579
Amy - JH Accountability Board: 6 Pm. Until 7 30 PM. And with that said.

00:10:56.910 -- 00:11:01.670
Amy - JH Accountability Board: if no one has any other questions or concerns, or anything that they want to share.

00:11:02.840 -- 00:11:14.269
Amy - JH Accountability Board: I will call for a motion to Miss Ms. Merton Jones. I would just like to acknowledge, before you get that motion, that we've had another board member. Join us, Dr. O'connor, as long. Now.

00:11:19.910 -- 00:11:30.439
Katie O'Conor: Hi, everyone, thank you for acknowledging. I apologize for being late, but sounds like I missed the heavy lifting of the meeting. So I don't wanna
Katie O'Conor: interrupt your ending.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: If there's anything you'd like to for us to go over, I'm I'm still willing to do that.

Katie O'Conor: Okay, thank you. No, thank you.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: All right. And thank you.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: With that, said will anyone want to make a motion to adjourn?

Duke Tremitiere: Well, I'll make a motion. That's a motion.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: I'm sorry.

Duke Tremitiere: No, I motion it. This is due.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Okay, thank you, to meeting adjourned, and we will meet again. As I said, may fifteenth, 202460'clock. Thank you. Thank you.

Amy - JH Accountability Board: Thank you.